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Abstract— Over the last decade a large number of
routing protocols has been designed for achieving energy
efficiency in data collecting wireless sensor networks. It has
been shown that a mobile sink may improve the energy
dissipation and to prevent the formation of energy holes.
However, these benefits are dependent on the path taken by the
mobile sink, particularly in delay-sensitive applications, as all
sensed data must be collected within a given time constraint. An
approach proposed to address this challenge is to form a hybrid
moving pattern in which a mobile-sink node only visits
rendezvous points (RPs), as opposed to all nodes. The
fundamental problem then becomes computing a tour that visits
all these RPs within a given delay bound. To address this
problem, a heuristic called weighted rendezvous planning
(WRP) is proposed, whereby each sensor node is assigned a
weight corresponding to its hop distance from the tour and the
number of data packets that it forwards to the closest RP.
Simulation results show that WRP reduces energy consumption
and also increases network lifetime.
Keywords - Mobile sink,
rendezvous planning(WRP)
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sensed data directly from sensor nodes and thereby help
sensor nodes save energy that otherwise would be consumed
by multi-hop communications. The data forwarding path
from sensor nodes to the sink is dependent on the sink’s
current position. This requires sensor nodes to dynamically
plan one or more data forwarding paths to each feasible site
whenever the sink node changes its position over time. A
mobile sink that moves at the periphery of a sensor field
maximizes the lifetime of sensor nodes. Intuitively, by
changing the position of the sink over time, the forwarding
tree will involve a different set of sensor nodes and, hence,
will help to balance energy consumption.
The traveling path of a mobile sink depends on the
real-time requirement of data produced by nodes. For
example, in hard real-time applications such as a firedetection system environmental data need to be collected by
a mobile sink quickly. Moreover, a mobile-sink node may
change its position after a certain period of time and select
another data collection/feasible site. The feasible sites and
corresponding sojourn time are dependent on the residual
energy of sensor nodes[4]. In general, limitations such as the
maximum number of feasible sites, maximum distance
between feasible sites, and minimum sojourn time govern the
movement of a mobile sink.

INTRODUCTION

WIRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) are composed of a
large number of sensor nodes deployed in a field. They have
wide-ranging applications, some of which include
military[1], environment monitoring, agriculture, home
automation
,
smart
transportation.In
multi-hop
communications, nodes that are near a sink tend to become
congested as they are responsible for forwarding data from
nodes that are farther away. Thus, the closer a sensor node is
to a sink, the faster its battery runs out, whereas those farther
away may maintain more than 90% of their initial energy[2].
This leads to non uniform depletion of energy, which results
in network partition due to the formation of energy holes. As
a result, the sink becomes disconnected from other nodes,
thereby impairing the WSN. Hence, balancing the energy
consumption of sensor nodes to prevent energy holes is a
critical issue in WSNs. To overcome this we employ one or
more mobile sinks[3]. These mobile sinks survey and collect
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Fig 1 Hybrid movement pattern for a mobile sink node. Source nodes
generate and send sensed data to the nearest RP. Each RP buffers received
data and waits until the mobile sink arrives.

In WSNs with a mobile sink, one fundamental problem is to
determine how the mobile sink goes about collecting sensed
data. This means a subset of sensor nodes are designated as
RPs, and non-RP nodes simply forward their data to RPs. A
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tour is then computed for the set of RPs, as shown in Fig. 1.
As a result, the problem, which is called rendezvous design,
becomes selecting the most suitable RPs that minimize
energy consumption in multi-hop communications while
meeting a given packet delivery bound[6]. A secondary
problem here is to select the set of RPs that result in uniform
energy expenditure among sensor nodes to maximize
network lifetime. In this paper, we call this problem the
delay-aware energy efficient path (DEETP)[7].In this paper,
we call this problem the delay-aware energy efficient path
(DEETP). We propose a heuristic method, which is called
weighted rendezvous planning (WRP), to determine the tour
of a mobile-sink node.
The paper is organized as follows. After the
introduction the existing method is given in Section 2,
followed by delay aware energy-efficient traveling path.
Section 3 deals with the proposed method called weighted
rendezvous planning (WRP) followed by its algorithm in
Section 4. The algorithm is followed by the theorems and
proofs and section 5 deals with the simulation results. The
paper ends with conclusion in Section 6.
II. EXISTING METHOD
Existing methods on using a mobile sink in WSNs can be
grouped into two categories: 1) direct, where a mobile sink
visits each sensor node and collects data via a single hop and
2) rendezvous, where a mobile sink only visits nodes
designated as RPs. The main goal of protocols in category 1
is to minimize data collection delays, whereas those in
category 2 aim to find a subset of RPs that minimize energy
consumption while adhering to the delay bound provided by
an application.
A. Direct
Initial studies used a mobile sink that visits sensor nodes
randomly and transport collected data back to a fixed sink
node. An example is the use of animals as mobile-sink nodes
to assist in data collection from sensor nodes scattered on a
large farm[5]. To reduce the latency of visiting each sensor
node randomly, researchers have proposed TSP-based data
collection methods. In essence, the problem is reduced to
finding the shortest traveling path that visits each sensor
node.For example, TSP with neighborhood involves finding
the shortest traveling tour for a mobile-sink node that passes
through the communication range of all sensor nodes.
Another TSP-based algorithm called label-covering considers
a WSN as a complete graph. For each edge, it calculates a
cost and associates a label set. The cost of an edge is the
Euclidean distance between nodes, whereas the label set
contains sensor nodes whose transmission range intersects
with the given edge.The label-covering algorithm selects the
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minimum number of edges where their associated label set
covers all sensor nodes.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper, we propose a hybrid unconstrained movement
pattern for a mobile sink with the aim of balancing the energy
consumption of sensor nodes called WRP[8]. We prefer
nodes that have a high degree. This is critical as sensor nodes
in dense parts of a WSN generate the highest number of
packets[9]. Hence, giving priority to sensor nodes in these
parts during tour computation will help to reduce congestion
points, and in turn, reduces energy consumption and
improves WSN lifetime[10]. In addition, it helps to mitigate
the energy-hole problem.
Delay Aware Energy-Efficient Traveling Path
The objective is to find a tour M = m0,m1,m2, . . . ,mn,m0,
where mi ∈ V, such that
1) the tour M is not longer than lmax,
2) the energy consumption for sending sensed data from
sensor nodes to the tour M, as defined by (ETX +ERX) i∈V
H(i,M), is minimized within time interval D.Note that the
minimum energy consumption occurs when all sensor nodes
are designated as an RP. This is because they do not incur
any energy expenditure related to the forwarding of packets
from other nodes. In this case, the goal is then to determine
whether there is a tour that is not longer than lmax.
Henceforth, in the following, we propose a novel heuristic
method to approximate the optimal solution.
IV. WEIGHTED RENDEZVOUS PLANNING
WRP preferentially designates sensor nodes with the highest weight
as a RP. The weight of a sensor node is calculated by multiplying
the number of packets that it forwards by its hop distance to the
closest RP on the tour. Thus, the weight of sensor node i is
calculated as
Wi = NFD(i) × H(i,M)

(1)

Based on (1), sensor nodes that are one hop away from an RP and
have one data packet buffered get the minimum weight. Hence,
sensor nodes that are farther away from the selected RPs or have
more than one packet in their buffer have a higher priority of being
recruited as an RP. Hence, visiting the highest weighted node will
reduce the number of multi-hop transmissions and thereby
minimizes the energy consumption.

V. Weighted rendezvous planning (WRP) algorithm
Input: G (V, E),lmax
Output: M = (m0, m1,m2,….,mn) =
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Null,where mi  V U sink
Begin
int Tn = 0;
int Wmax = 0,flag = 0,RP = -1;
float cost=0;
Boolean
mark = [false,false,false,…],
removed= [false,false,false,…];
M= M U Sink; Tn ++;
6.
While Tn ≤ V do
7.
Wmax = 0; flag = 0;;
8.
for i ← 0 to V do
9.
NFD(i) = C(Tmi) + 1;
10. end
11. for i ← 0 to V do
12
if not mark(i) and
13.
(NFD(i) * H(i,M)> Wmax) then
14.
RP=i;
Wmax = NFD(i) * H(i,M);
flag =1;
15.
end
16. end
17. if ǃ flag then
18. break
19. end
20. mark(RP) = true; M= M U RP;
Tn + +;
21.
cost = TSP(M);
22. if cost ≤ lmax then
23.
for i ← 0 to V do
24.
if i does not belong to M then
25.
mark(i) = false;
26.
end
27.
if C(T mi) == 0 and
mark(i) == true and
removed[i] == false and i ≠RP
28.
removed[i] = true;mark(i)=false
29.
M = M – i; Tn - -;
30.
end
31.
end
32. end
33. if cost > lmax then
34.
M = M – RP; Tn - -;
35.
Wmax = 0; flag = 0;;
36.
goto line 12;
37. end
38. end
39. end
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Fig 2 Example of WRP operating in a WSN with ten nodes.

then

Fig. 2 shows an example of how WRP finds a traveling tour
for a mobile sink. The maximum tour length is lmax = 90m.
WRP starts from the sink node and adds it to the tour, i.e.,M
=[Sink]. Then, an SPT rooted at the sink node is
constructed.[Fig. 2(a)]. In the first iteration, WRP adds node
10 to the tour because it has the highest weight, yielding M =
[Sink, 10]. As Fig. 2(b) shows, the tour length of M is smaller
than the required tour length (56 < 90), meaning node 10
stays in the final tour (lines 22–32). In the second iteration,
WRP recalculates the weight of sensor nodes because node
10 is now part of the tour. In this iteration, WRP selects node
6 as the next RP, which has the highest weight. As Fig. 2(c)
shows, the tour length of M = [Sink, 10, 6] is larger than the
required tour length (119 > 90). Consequently, WRP
removes node 6 from the tour M = [Sink, 10] (lines 33–37).
In the third iteration, the weight of sensor nodes will not
change because node 6 is not selected as an RP but it stays
marked and will not be selected.WRP selects node 8 because
it has the highest weight and is not marked . The TSP
function returns 76 m for M = [Sink, 10, 8], which is less
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than 90 m. Therefore, node 8 is added to the tour. The
process continues, yielding a final tour of M = [Sink, 8, 7, 10,
9] with a tour length of 81 m, which is less than the required
tour length [see Fig. 2(e)]. As shown in Fig. 2, the final tour
computed by WRP always includes sensor nodes that have
more data packets to forward than other nodes as RPs. This
ensures uniform energy consumption and mitigates the
energy-hole problem.
We now prove that visiting the most weighted nodes by a
mobile sink results in the least energy consumption, as
compared with visiting any other nodes.

Theorem 1:
Visiting sensor node P with weight wp reduces energy
consumption more than visiting sensor node Q with
weight wq, where wp > wq.
Proof:
Recall that sensor node P forwards NFD(P) data packets to
its closest RP. Therefore, the energy consumption of
sensor nodes on the path from node P to the closest RP is
Ep = (ETX + ERX) × (NFD(P) × H(P,M))
(2)
However, if sensor node P becomes an RP, the energy
consumption incurred by data packets at P is zero. Similarly,
for sensor node Q that forwards NFD(Q) data packets to its
closest RP, we have
Eq=(ETX+ERX)×(NFD(Q)×H(Q,M))

(3)

From (1), the weight of sensor node P is
wp = NFD(P) ×H(P,M), and the weight of sensor node Q is
wq = NFD(Q) ×H(Q,M). We know that wp > wq; therefore, it
can be concluded that Ep > Eq, which means selecting sensor
node P as an RP, which has a higher weight than Q, leads to
less network energy consumption. We now show the
difference between WRP and the optimal solution. We first
prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1:
Let WRPop be a version of WRP that uses an
optimal TSP solver. If there is an optimal tour named C with
length Lc ≤ lmax comprising of all sensor nodes as RP, then
WRPop is guaranteed to find tour C.
Proof:
Assume there are n sensor nodes in a WSN and tour C =
m0,m1,m2, . . . , mn,m0, wherem0 is the sink node.
Then
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Lc=dmi,mi+1+dmn,m0

(4)

WRPop, after picking the sink, will select node mi=1 to
include in the tour as it has the highest weight before running
TSP(·) (see line 21 of Algorithm 1). The returned cost will be
less than Lc as the tour connecting the set of nodes cannot be
longer than the tour containing all nodes by the triangle
inequality. Hence, WRPop will add mi=2 and so forth until i =
n. WRPop then terminates as Tn = |V |.
Note that, in Lemma 1,the sum of all distances between
nodes is less than the required tour length.Note that,
intuitively, it would seem that the maximum difference
in energy consumption occurs when the final tour returned by
WRPop is not composed of any sensor nodes while the
optimal tour visits all sensor nodes. However, as per Lemma
1, this will not happen.

Theorem 2:
Assume a sensor node P that has the longest hop distance
from the sink, and the average hop distance between sensor
nodes and the sink is k; then, the maximum difference
between the network energy consumption of WRP op and the
optimal is within ((2 × K × (|V | − 1) + 1)/(|V | + 2)).
Proof: The network energy consumption when the mobile
sink visits only sensor node P is
ENetwork(p) = (ETX + ETX × ((|V|−1)×k)) +(ERX × ((|V | − 1) ×
k))
(5)
On the other hand, the minimum amount of energy consumed
by visiting all sensor nodes except node P is
ENetwork(|V|−1)=ETX×(|V|+1)+ERX

(6)

This means sensor node P has to send all its data packets to
the closest RP, whereas other sensor nodes send their data
packets directly to the mobile sink. From the ratio of energy
consumption in WRP in comparison to the optimal model is
Ratio = (ETX × (1 + (|V | − 1) × k) + ERX× ((|V | − 1)
×k))/(ETX×(|V|+1)+ERX)
(7)
If we consider ETX = ERX, (7) is equal to
Ratio = (2 × K × (|V | − 1) + 1)/ (|V | + 2)

(8)

VI.SIMULATION RESULTS
We compare WRP with the existing method cluster based
using simulator written in c++. The performance evaluation
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graph of packet delivery ratio,end-to-end delay and data
packet forwarding overhead is plotted. By comparing the
weighted rendezvous planning (WRP) algorithm shows better
performance than cluster based algorithm.

Graph 2 data forwarding overhead of WRP vs CB
Fig 3 data gathering of mobile sink through WRP

From the graph 1,2,3 it is clear that the WRP algorithm has
better performance in packet delivery ratio and deceased
delay as compared to the existing cluster based algorithm.

Graph 1 packet delivery ratio of WRP vs CB

Graph 3 end-to-end delay of WRP vs CB
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military information integration,” in Proc. 5th IEEE Int. Conf. Ind.
Inform.,Vienna, Austria, Jun. 2007, vol. 1, pp. 317–322.

VII.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented WRP, which is a novel
algorithm for controlling the movement of a mobile sink in a
WSN.WRP selects the set of RPs such that the energy
expenditure of sensor nodes is minimized and uniform to
prevent the formation of energy holes while ensuring sensed
data are collected on time.our simulation results show that
WRP uniformly distributes energy consumption better than
CB algorithm.
FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
As a future work to reduce energy consumption using mobile
sink we employ duty cycling. To reduce the energy
consumption during idle listening, duty cycling is one of the
most commonly used approaches. The idea of duty cycling is
to put nodes in the sleep state for most of the time, and only
wake them up periodically.
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